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ABOUT COMPANY

We are a Polish company that for the last 35 years has been producing 

specialistic rehabilitation strollers Comfort. They are designed for children and 

adults suffering from cerebral palsy (CP), spiral muscular atrophy (SMA) or other 

afflictions causing palsies or limbs paresis

ONE OF OUR BASIC PRINCIPLES IS TO MEET INDIVIDUAL 

EXPECTATIONS OF OUR CLIENTS.

While creating Comfort strollers we focus on their optimal influence 

on the patients.  Bearing in mind how important the vestibular and 

proprioceptive systems are for the patient's growth, we pay 

particular attention to keeping the good body posture in a stroller.

OUR STROLLERS ARE REGISTERED IN  THE OFFICE FOR 

REGISTRATION OF MEDICINAL PRODUCTS, MEDICAL DEVICES AND 

BIOCIDAL PRODUCTS. 

Our aim is to provide our clients with comfort in every sphere of their 

lives. That is why we actively support organizations caring for the 

disabled. 

In compliance with the CSR (Corporate Social Responsibility) strategy 

introduced in our company, we get involved into numerous projects 

aiming at securing support and coming to help individuals with 

multiple and complex disabilities.

In 2005 we implemented the international system of standardisation 

ISO 1901:2000, which results in meeting the highest standards of 

production and customer service.

PRZEZNACZENIE



FEATURES OF 
COMFORT STOLLERS

Comfort

All reviews concerning Comfort wheelchairs show that 
they are supremely comfortable for children, teenagers 
as well as adults. Comfort wheelchairs are very easy to 
use.

Configurator of the Comfort wheelchair will help you to 
choose adequate equipment. 

We can recomend solutions for the maximum subsidy. 
We can service your product both under/out of warranty 
within few days.

Indyvidual design of Comfort wheelchair may include 
shelf for respirator, profiled upholstery under the hump 
or special leg straps.

Reliability

We have 40 years of experience in producing specialistic 
wheelchairs. Hence, we can offer a 25-year guarantee for 
the wheelchair frame. 

Comfort wheelchairs are reliability because we never use 
plastic elements.

Support

Individuality

Safety

The construction and balance of Comfort wheelchair 
guarantee stability and safety of its user. 

Tube tyres and two-point brake used in Comfort 
wheelchair guarantee both a safe stop of the wheelchair.

Double wheelchair seat upholstery enables using it even 
when the outer layer needs to be cleaned. Construction 
of comfort strollers enable the child to sit at the table. 
You can choose from over a dozen of useful elements. 

Optimal size enables you to fold it and place in a small 
car. Swivel wheels make it possible to move both in small 
spaces and in the field. Recument and semirecumbent 
option available.

Comfort wheelchair can be used together with stabilizing 
pillows Stabilo.

Comfort wheelchair can be adjusted to be used together 
with a stairclimber TGR Jolly Junior.Comfort stroller 
ensure the body stability due to the optimal seat profile 
and foam pads, which have a positive infulence on 
priproception. 

Practically
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SPECIAL COMFORT WHEELCHAIR 
FOR CHILDREN

Comfortable, safe, reliable, functional, fully ergonomic, a special wheelchair for 

children ensuring comfort and mobility every day. Perfect as a rest and stroller 

to move around the city, in the field and indoors
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Solid wheels used in the smallest trolleys 

guarantee full maintenance-free.

PNEUMATIC WHEELSSWIVEL FRONT WHEELS

They make it easier to drive and maneuver the stroller, especially in 

narrow and confined spaces and in the field.

Belts to stabilize the lower limbs, pelvis, chest 
depending on user needs.

COMFORTABLE BELTS

DEEP ADJUSTABLE HEADREST

It stabilizes the correct arrangement of the neck and head 
with muscle laxity of the nape or with permanent 
degenerative changes.

ADJUSTABLE FOOTREST

Easy adjustment of the footrest position 
horizontally and vertically depending on the 
needs user.

ABDUCTION WEDGE

Drains the lower limbs, gently correcting them 
knee alignment without undue pressure point.

Made of easy-to-clean material.

UPHOLSTERY

Smooth adjustment of the backrest angle to the 
position lying as an option.

BACKREST WITH 
THE OPTION LYING

STABILIZING PADS

-

SPECIAL SEAT PROFILE

It guarantees stabilization and very high comfort even 
during many hours spent in a stroller. It will act positive for 
proprioception.

The construction of the stroller allows the child to 
sit down conveniently at the table (for selected 
models).

CONVENIENT
DRIVEWAY TO THE TABLE

Available colors

Z01 Z04 Z06 Z09 Z11 Z12 Z13 Z18Z16



SPECIAL COMFORT WHEELCHAIR 
FOR ADULTS

Comfortable, safe, reliable, functional, fully ergonomic, special wheelchair for 

adults providing comfort and mobility every day. Perfect as a rest and stroller to 

move around around the city, in the field and indoors
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Available colors

Z01 Z04 Z06 Z09 Z11 Z12 Z13 Z18Z16

Solid wheels used in the smallest trolleys 

guarantee full maintenance-free.

PNEUMATIC WHEELSSWIVEL FRONT WHEELS

They make it easier to drive and maneuver the stroller, especially in 

narrow and confined spaces and in the field.

Belts to stabilize the lower limbs, pelvis, chest 
depending on user needs.

COMFORTABLE BELTS

DEEP ADJUSTABLE HEADREST

It stabilizes the correct arrangement of the neck and head 
with muscle laxity of the nape or with permanent 
degenerative changes.

ADJUSTABLE FOOTREST

Easy adjustment of the footrest position 
horizontally and vertically depending on the 
needs user.

ABDUCTION WEDGE

Drains the lower limbs, gently correcting them 
knee alignment without undue pressure point.

Made of easy-to-clean material.

UPHOLSTERY

Smooth adjustment of the backrest angle to the 
position lying as an option.

BACKREST WITH 
THE OPTION LYING

STABILIZING PADS

-

SPECIAL SEAT PROFILE

It guarantees stabilization and very high comfort even 
during many hours spent in a stroller. It will act positive for 
proprioception.

The construction of the stroller allows the child to 
sit down conveniently at the table (for selected 
models).

CONVENIENT
DRIVEWAY TO THE TABLE



USERS AND SIZES
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The purpose of the wheelchair

Wheelchair parameters

0 - 3

30

110

33,5

27

55

up to 120°

23 - 26

110°-155°

15

97,5 x 55 x 50,5

111 x 55 x 92

3 - 6

35

140

35

33

66,5

up to 135°

27,5 - 33,5

110° -145°

21

89,5 x 62 x 55

123 x 62 x 96

6 - 12

50

145

38

37

70

up to 130°

31,5 - 42

100° -135°

23

94 x 64,5 x 51,5

121,5 x 64,5 x 94,5

6 - 14

50

155

38

41

76,5

up to 135°

32 - 42,5

95° -135°

23

98 x 64,5 x 55

122,5 x 64,5 x 94,5

from 14

75

150 - 165

41

45

78

up to 120°

36 - 46

100° - 140°

26,2

112,5 x 69,5 x 56

141 x 69,5 x 95

from 14

75

160 - 180

41

48

83

up to 120°

36 - 46

95° - 150°

26,5

122 x 69,5 x 55

143 x 69,5 x 95

from 14

90

160 - 180

44,5

48

83

up to 120°

36,5 - 46,5

90° -130°

28

122 x 70 x 54

148 x 70 x 95

 Baby [1] Size [3] Size [4] Size [5] Size [6] Size [6+] Size [7]

Wheelchair for children Wheelchair for adults

Age of the patient

Maximum patient weight [kg]

Patient height [cm]

Seat width [cm]

Seat length/depth [cm]

Backrest height [cm]

Maximum opening angle against
the backrest [°] standard position

Footrest height adjustment 
range [cm]

Max footrest opening angle 
in realation to the seat [°]

Approximate weight of trolley [kg]

Stroller dimensions after folding 
(length x width x height) [cm]

Stroller dimensions
(length x width x height) [cm]



EQUIPMENT

Bag for the stoller

(Cat. no.: ACTORPWW)

Seatbelts

(Cat. no.: ACPASBEZPR)

(Cat. no.: ACBAR)

Barrier

Backrest tilted to a lying 
or reclining position [°]

(Cat. no.: OL)

Raised armrests

(Cat. no.: PP)

Full swivel wheels

(Cat. no.: SK1)

Adjustable handle

(Cat. no.: RŁ)

Backrest adapted to the hump

(Cat. no.: ACTAPG)

Anti-tilt protection

(Cat. no.: ACUPP)

Fixed wheels 12,5" x 2,25

(Cat. no.: ST)

Double upholstery

(Cat. no.: ACTAPW)

Inter-body wedge 
(abductive)

(Cat. no.: ACKLIN)

(Cat. no.: ACZAG)

Headrest

FUNCTIONAL SOLUTIONS
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ADDITIONAL ACCESSORIES

Cape

(Cat. no.: ACPEL)

Sleeping bag 

(Cat. no.: ACŚPI)

A booth with an apron

(Cat. no.: BUDA)

Hand protectors

(Cat. no.: ACOCHRAC)

Umbrella

(Cat. no.: PARASOL.KOL.)

Table

(Cat. no.: ACSTOL)

Handle bag

(Cat. no.: TORBA.KOL.)

Foot belts

(Cat. no.: ACPASS)

Calf belts

(Cat. no.: ACPASŁ)

Side cushions

(Cat. no.: ACPODUB)

Lumbar supports - pelottes

(Cat. no.: ACPODPL)

Thigh belts

(Cat. no.: ACPASU)

Footrest protector

(Cat. no.: ACOCHPOD)

Lumbar pillow

(Cat. no.: ACPODUL)

Seat cushion

(Cat. no.: ACPODUS)

Outer upholstery

(Cat. no.: ACTAPW)

Ankle belts

(Cat. no.: ACPASK)
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ADDITIONAL 
INFORMATION

We invite you to use the electronic media library and to follow our social media.
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Facebook

Brand profile informing about new products, current activities of the company and charity activities.

facebook.com/Comfort-w%C3%B3zki-rehabilitacyjne-105814814917073

Instagram

instagram.com/comfortpolska

An image profile showing the use of prams, the use of accessories and functional solutions.

YouTube

youtube.com/channel/UCj8kE1tWS87ry4be080OpHQ

Channel presenting Comfort film materials.

Electronic media library where you can find and download for your digital presentations: photos, videos, user descriptions 
and opinions.

comfort-reha.pl/content/

Digital Content



MEASUREMENT 
TABLE
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How to correctly measure the User? In order to choose the right one the size of 

the trolley, the measurement of the User should be made.

The most important are 5 dimensions:

The length of the body from the back to the knee well

Hips (distance between the widest places)

Shin length (from the knee to the sole)

The length of the body from the seat to the shoulders

The length of the body from the seat to the top of the head

If there is a hump, it is necessary accurate dimensioning.

Length of the lumbar spine

The length of the hump from the shoulders to the end of 

its occurrence

The length of the body from the seat to the top of the head

Dodatkowo należy wskazać czy garb jest lewostronny czy 

prawostronny.





Love. Care. Comfort.

Factory of Rehabilitation Equipment

ul. Krzywa 23

60-118 Poznań, Poland

phone +48 61 863 85 61

biuro@comfort-reha.pl

www.comfort-reha.pl


